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Summary

� Ancient DNA from historical and subfossil wood has a great potential to provide new

insights into the history of tree populations. However, its extraction and analysis have not

become routine, mainly because contamination of the wood with modern plant material can

complicate the verification of genetic information.
� Here, we used sapwood tissue from 22 subfossil pines that were growing c. 13 000 yr BP in

Zurich, Switzerland. We developed and evaluated protocols to eliminate surface contamina-

tion, and we tested ancient DNA authenticity based on plastid DNA metabarcoding and the

assessment of post-mortem DNA damage.
� A novel approach using laser irradiation coupled with bleaching and surface removal was

most efficient in eliminating contaminating DNA. DNA metabarcoding confirmed which

ancient DNA samples repeatedly amplified pine DNA and were free of exogenous plant taxa.

Pine DNA sequences of these samples showed a high degree of cytosine to thymine mis-

matches, typical of post-mortem damage.
� Stringent decontamination of wood surfaces combined with DNA metabarcoding and assess-

ment of post-mortem DNA damage allowed us to authenticate ancient DNA retrieved from the

oldest Late Glacial pine forest. These techniques can be applied to any subfossil wood and are

likely to improve the accessibility of relict wood for genome-scale ancient DNA studies.

Introduction

Relict wood can be found in various settings, such as fluvial
deposits, permafrost, peat bogs and archaeological sites. Extensive
collections of well-preserved discs and cores from subfossil trunks
now exist for many tree species and from numerous parts of the
world. These archives represent an important source for develop-
ing annually resolved and absolutely dated tree-ring chronologies
that have greatly contributed to the understanding of natural cli-
mate variability (B€untgen et al., 2011), as well as associated causes
and consequences (B€untgen et al., 2016). Relict wood also offers
ample opportunities for genetic studies. Genetic variation obtained
from ancient wood samples can be linked to age information
inferred from tree-ring chronologies, thus allowing direct insights
into demographic processes (Parducci & Petit, 2004; Gugerli
et al., 2005). Furthermore, as tree-ring growth rates and stabile iso-
topic ratios measured in wood cellulose provide information about
the environmental conditions in which a tree lived (Becker et al.,
1991), ancient wood offers the potential to reveal information on
natural selection and its effect on genetic structures.

So far, only a few attempts have been made to extract and anal-
yse ancient DNA (aDNA) from subfossil wood. Some studies
have demonstrated the possibility of amplifying and sequencing
aDNA from buried and waterlogged wood (Dumolin-Lap�egue
et al., 1999; Tani et al., 2003; Deguilloux et al., 2006; Liepelt
et al., 2006; G�omez-Zeled�on et al., 2017). Although a few
promising results have emerged, a multitude of data-related and
methodological limitations have been encountered. In addition
to the well-known fragmented nature of aDNA, wood chemical
substances that inhibit enzymatic reactions (Rachmayanti et al.,
2009; G�omez-Zeled�on et al., 2017) and contamination with
DNA from modern plant material appear to be critical shortcom-
ings (Liepelt et al., 2006).

Contamination with contemporary DNA can impose major
biases on demographic and phylogenetic inferences from ancient
material (Rawlence et al., 2014; Brown & Barnes, 2015; Llamas
et al., 2017). Analysis of DNA from skeletal remains of ancient
humans has provided strong evidence that contamination with
modern DNA can occur during the excavation of samples, stor-
age, anatomical examination and the final genetic analyses
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(Sampietro et al., 2006; Pilli et al., 2013). Specific protocols have
therefore been developed to identify and eliminate potential con-
tamination, such as excavating the samples in protective clothing
(Fortea et al., 2008), bleaching and predigesting samples before
DNA extraction (Barta et al., 2013; Korlević et al., 2015;
Boessenkool et al., 2017), using blocking primers (Gigli et al.,
2009) and separating endogenous aDNA molecules from mod-
ern DNA through in vitro (Gansauge & Meyer, 2014; Rohland
et al., 2015) or in silico approaches (J�onsson et al., 2013;
Skoglund et al., 2014; Renaud et al., 2015). The last two of these
techniques rely on fixed DNA differences resulting from the
deamination of cytosine to uracil, which accumulates post-
mortem in aDNA and becomes apparent as cytosine to thymine
changes in DNA sequences (Briggs et al., 2007; Brotherton et al.,
2007; Sawyer et al., 2012). For human or hominin remains,
museum-stored samples are the most susceptible to contamina-
tion. Such samples have often been touched by researchers over
decades, leaving DNA traces on their surface, which makes it
crucial to completely eliminate the modern contamination or
distinguish it from the authentic aDNA.

Samples of subfossil wood collections carry analogous contami-
nation. Such material has been handled without awareness of
avoiding contamination, and the wood surface may be polluted by
pollen or cross-contaminated with wood powder from ancient or
modern individuals during sample processing and/or sample stor-
age (Deguilloux et al., 2002). Most of the archived subfossil wood
thus might be contaminated with a diversity of DNA from ancient
and/or modern sources, from the same and/or other species. Fur-
ther, limited effort has been made to systematically estimate the
severity of external contamination of plant remains and to evaluate
protocols for its elimination. The accurate separation of endoge-
nous from contaminant DNA, however, is the most fundamental
aspect of any genetic study, be it ancient or modern.

Here, we aimed to overcome some of the above-mentioned
limitations. We took advantage of wood material from the
world’s oldest and largest Late Glacial pine forest. First, we devel-
oped an effective method for decontaminating wood surfaces.
Second, we applied the developed technique to the subfossil pines
and tested the DNA authenticity using DNA metabarcoding and
post-mortem DNA damage. Finally, we used the authenticated
DNA to taxonomically identify the Late Glacial pine trees.

Materials and Methods

Subfossil wood

A total of 253 subfossil pine (Pinus spp.) stumps were discovered
at and excavated from a construction site in the Binz district of
Zurich, Switzerland (Nievergelt et al., 2014). This exceptional
discovery near the foothills of the Uetliberg mountain (873 m
above sea level (asl)) was made in 2013 by employees of the Swiss
Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research WSL.
Combined tree-ring and radiocarbon (14C) dating indicate that
the samples cover nearly 2000 yr between the Allerød and Prebo-
real at the transition from the Last Ice Age into the early
Holocene (Nievergelt et al., 2014). This discovery, the latest

among several subfossil finds in the same region (Schaub et al.,
2005, 2008a,b; Kaiser et al., 2012), provides not only the most
material, but also the best-preserved wood. The age of the indi-
vidual pine trees ranges from 41 to 506 yr, with all stumps con-
taining sapwood and sometimes even bark (Fig. 1a,b). Wood
anatomical analyses suggest their taxonomic identification as
Pinus subgenus Pinus, which is represented in the Swiss flora by
two tree-form species: Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and moun-
tain pine (Pinus uncinata Ramond) (Lauber et al., 2012).

Surface decontamination

Experimental contamination and its detection As starting
material for DNA analyses, blocks with an edge length of c. 5 cm
were excised from the outermost parts of wood discs prepared
from the subfossil pine stumps. We performed three experiments
to assess the efficiency of different procedures to decontaminate
experimentally contaminated wood surfaces using a total of 27
wood blocks from 11 stumps (Table 1). Experimental contami-
nation was performed by rubbing the wood surfaces with pollen
or saw powder derived from two Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.)
H. Karst.) trees from the WSL arboretum. Before applying the
different decontamination protocols, a contaminated control
sample was taken from the surface of each wood block to affirm
that the sample was in fact contaminated. After extracting DNA
(for the procedure, see section ‘DNA extraction’ below) from
both contaminated controls and cleaned samples, we monitored
the Norway spruce contamination by amplifying a 137-bp frag-
ment of the plastid trnF-trnL intergenic spacer using primers
specific for Norway spruce (see Supporting Information Methods
S1). Each DNA extract, as well as extraction blank controls and
nontemplate PCR controls, was amplified in duplicate (for the
procedure, see section ‘Amplification of the plastid trnL P6 loop
for DNA metabarcoding’). Four randomly chosen PCR products
of both contaminated controls and decontaminated samples that
yielded PCR products were directly sequenced using Sanger
methodology to verify the presence of Norway spruce DNA.

Expt 1: decontamination with bleach solution In this experi-
ment, we tested the cleaning efficiency of bleach treatment, which
is known to effectively destruct DNA (Champlot et al., 2010).
We tested bleach against contamination from saw powder and
pollen using eight wood blocks, that is, four contaminated with
saw powder and four with pollen. For decontamination, the
wood pieces were first rinsed in molecular grade water. Subse-
quently, the wood blocks were placed in separate plastic bags,
which were then completely filled with c. 200 ml of 12% sodium
hypochlorite (bleach). The bags were sealed and the wood was
incubated for 15 min with occasional agitation. The incubation
typically caused a c. 0.3 cm-depth soak-through of the wood, and
the wood pieces were then left to dry overnight. In the following
step, the outer c. 0.5 cm surface of the wood pieces was shaved
off with a Micromot motorized carver (Proxxon, F€ohren, Ger-
many). In order to bleach-treat the already carved wood surface,
the surface was sprayed with 12% bleach. Using a new, clean
blade (see Methods S2 for details of the cleaning of laboratory
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utensils), we carved off the newly wetted surface until we reached
dry wood and finally collected our samples (Fig. 1d). All working
steps were conducted in a laboratory in which no DNA work had
been carried out before.

Expt 2: decontamination with laser irradiation We evaluated
the performance of three laser cleaning systems for eliminating
experimental contamination with spruce pollen (Fig. 1c): a 20-W
(low-power, CL 20 cleanLASER; Clean-Lasersysteme, Herzogen-
rath, Germany), a 300-W (mid-power, CL 300) and a 1000-W
(high-power, CL 1000) laser. Each laser system was tested with
three experimentally contaminated wood blocks. Laser treatment
was carried out in a dedicated room at Achermann
Unternehmungen (Kloten, Switzerland). The laser pulse
frequency was set to 40 Hz for the CL 20 and CL 300 systems
and to 30 Hz for the CL 1000 system. The entire surface of the
wood blocks was scanned twice with the laser beam at a speed of
c. 1 cm s�1, with special care being taken not to re-contaminate
the laser-treated surfaces. The cleaned wood pieces were trans-
ported to the laboratory in separate sealed bags and subsequently
rinsed with molecular grade water to immobilize the carbonized
wood powder and prevent it from spreading. To retrieve samples
for DNA extraction, the surface was removed and shavings were
cut with the carving machine as described in the previous section.
Similar laser cleaning systems are manufactured by numerous
companies, particularly low- and mid-power laser cleaning

systems. High-power laser cleaning systems are produced by at
least seven companies with manufacturing centres located in Asia,
Europe and North America. Most companies offer an in-house
service for test programmes and short-term applications, and
some also offer on-site services.

Expt 3: decontamination with high-power laser irradiation and
bleaching combined In this experiment, we tested 1000-W laser
irradiation both alone and in combination with bleach treatment
to decontaminate 10 wood blocks contaminated with pollen.
First, samples for DNA extraction were taken directly after laser
treatment as described for Expt 2. In a second round, the laser-
treated wood blocks were bleach-cleaned and samples for DNA
extraction were taken as described for Expt 1.

Application of the improved decontamination procedure to
‘Binz’ pine wood and aDNA verification

Sample preparation We selected 12 wood discs originating
from 11 pine stumps covering the period from c. 13 001 to
13 893 (mean tree ages) calendar years before present (cal. yr BP)
(Table 2). From each of the 12 discs, two adjacent blocks were
excised. From the first block, wood carvings were collected from
the surface to estimate the level and nature of extraneous contam-
ination. In the following text, these wood samples are named
‘uncleaned wood surface’. The second wood block, named

(b)(a)

(d)(c)

Fig. 1 The subfossil ‘Binz’ pines (Pinus) and
cleaning of their wood surfaces before DNA
extraction: (a) a pine tree stump in the clay
sediment at the excavation site; (b) disc
cross-section of a tree stump; (c) laser
cleaning of the surface of a wood block;
(d) collection of wood shavings for DNA
extraction using a carving machine.
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‘cleaned wood’, was used to perform surface cleaning with the
1000-W laser system, as described for Expt 2. The laser-treated
wood pieces were transferred to the aDNA clean room laboratory
available at WSL, where the most stringent rules in the research
field were followed to avoid laboratory DNA contamination (for
details, see Methods S2). Following laser treatment, sample

cleaning continued with two rounds of bleaching coupled with
removal of their outer surfaces as described for Expt 1. The first
round of bleach-cleaning took place in the vestibule of the aDNA
laboratory (for details of the rooms, see Methods S2). The sam-
ples were then transferred to the sample preparation room, where
the first round of carving, the second round of bleaching and the
second round of carving took place for decontamination. The
final carving step to collect material for DNA extraction was also
performed there.

DNA extraction In the DNA extraction room of the aDNA lab-
oratory, wood shavings obtained from the 12 ‘cleaned wood’
blocks were ground to fine powder in 25-ml stainless steel grind-
ing jars using two 10-mm-diameter grinding beads for 3 min at
30 Hz using a mixer mill (MM400; Retsch, Haan, Germany).
From the recovered fine powder, c. 25 mg was collected in a 2-ml
tube, and DNA was extracted using the DNeasy Plant Mini Kit
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). We modified the vendor’s protocol
by using 625 ll of lysis buffer containing 1 lg ml�1 proteinase K
(Qiagen). The amounts of wood powder and lysis buffer were
empirically determined to match the maximum volume possible
for the kit. The lysate was incubated under rotation for 12 h at
room temperature and for an additional 3 h at 55°C. Following
incubation, the lysate was supplemented with 200 ll of P3
buffer, kept at �20°C for 5 min, and centrifuged at 16 000 g for
5 min. The supernatant was centrifuged through the QIAshred-
der spin column at 16 000 g for 4 min and mixed with 975 ll of
AW1 buffer. The remaining steps followed the Qiagen protocol.
The DNA was eluted in 80 ll of elution buffer. Three extraction
blank controls were processed alongside both the 12 ‘clean wood’
and the 12 ‘uncleaned wood surface’ samples. DNA from the
‘uncleaned wood surface’ samples was extracted as described for
the ‘cleaned wood’ samples but was carried out in a modern

Table 1 Results of three decontamination treatments (Expts 1–3) applied
to subfossil ‘Binz’ pine (Pinus) wood experimentally contaminated with
wood powder and/or pollen of modern Norway spruce (Picea abies)

Sample Contaminant

PCR success trnF-trnL

Contaminated
wood

Bleach-cleaned
wood

(a) Expt 1
BINZ082B Wood powder 2/2 0/2
BINZ123Z Wood powder 2/2 2/2
BINZ138C Wood powder 2/2 0/2
BINZ175B Wood powder 2/2 1/2
BINZ082B Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ123Z Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ138Z Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ175B Pollen 2/2 2/2

Sample Contaminant

PCR success trnF-trnL

Contaminated
wood

Laser-cleaned wood

20W 300W 1000W

(b) Expt 2
BINZ107C Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ107C Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ107C Pollen 2/2 0/2
BINZ140B Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ140B Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ150B Pollen 2/2 0/2
BINZ201C Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ201C Pollen 2/2 2/2
BINZ201C Pollen 2/2 2/2

Sample Contaminant

PCR success trnF-trnL

Contaminated
wood

1000-W laser-
cleaned wood

� Bleach + Bleach

(c) Expt 3
BINZ146B Pollen 2/2 0/2 0/2
BINZ146B Pollen 2/2 1/2 2/2
BINZ146B Pollen 2/2 0/2 0/2
BINZ146C Pollen 2/2 2/2 0/2
BINZ146C Pollen 2/2 1/2 0/2
BINZ146C Pollen 2/2 2/2 0/2
BINZ152A Pollen 2/2 0/2 0/2
BINZ152A Pollen 2/2 0/2 2/2
BINZ158A Pollen 2/2 0/2 1/2
BINZ158B Pollen 2/2 2/2 0/2

Removal of contamination was tested by PCR amplification of a 122-bp
fragment of the plastid trnF-trnL intergenic region of Norway spruce. The
success rate, as determined using gel electrophoresis, of two replicated
PCR amplifications per DNA extract is given.

Table 2 PCR amplification of the plastid trnL P6 loop from subfossil ‘Binz’
pine (Pinus) wood

Sample
Mean age
(cal. yr BP)

PCR success for trnL P6 loop

Uncleaned wood
surface

Cleaned
wood

BINZ007A 13 001 5/5 0/5
BINZ039A 13 893 5/5 5/5
BINZ044B 13 324 5/5 1/5
BINZ046A 13 015 5/5 5/5
BINZ052A 13 051 5/5 1/5
BINZ056A 13 553 5/5 1/5
BINZ058A* 13 813 5/5 5/5
BINZ058B* 13 813 5/5 5/5
BINZ065A 13 248 5/5 4/5
BINZ131A 13 336 5/5 0/5
BINZ136B 13 519 5/5 0/5
BINZ152B 13 345 5/5 2/5

The mean age of each pine sample and the success rate of five PCR
attempts per DNA extract prepared before and after cleaning the wood
surface are listed. Cleaning was performed using a combination of laser
irradiation, bleach treatment and carving.
*Samples taken from different discs of the same tree trunk.
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DNA laboratory. In addition, in order to estimate the rate of
sequencing errors, we prepared a reference sample that contained
the lowest possible post-mortem DNA damage: DNA was
extracted from fresh needles of a Scots pine tree from the WSL
arboretum (sample named ‘modern needle control’ in the follow-
ing text).

Enzyme inhibition of DNA extracts To assess potential PCR
inhibition in the DNA extracts, we monitored the effect of each
DNA extract on a known amount of nonendogenous DNA that
was amplified as an internal positive control (IPC) using quantita-
tive polymerase chain reaction (qPCR). We applied the assay
designed by King et al. (2009), targeting a 85-bp sequence derived
from mRNA of the human b-2-microglobulin gene (B2M) with
the PCR primers flanking two intron regions. We carried out the
following three types of reactions: standard reaction containing
105 copies of the IPC; reactions including the IPC and DNA
extracts either undiluted or 1/10 diluted at 10% of the final PCR
volume; and nontemplate controls. The three reaction types were
performed in 20 ll with 19 PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and 0.5 lM of
each primer. Each type of reaction was run in three replicates.
Cycling was carried out in an ABI 7500 Fast instrument (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) as follows: 2 min of uracil-DNA glycosylase acti-
vation at 50°C, 2 min of polymerase activation at 95°C, followed
by 45 cycles of 30 s of denaturation at 95°C, 30 s of annealing at
58°C and 30 s of extension at 72°C. Two measurements of PCR
inhibition were obtained using the qPCR data: (1) the PCR effi-
ciency (E) of each sample reaction, derived from the Hill slope of
the amplification plot, was expressed as a percentage of the average
PCR efficiency of three standard reactions; (2) shifts in the quan-
tification cycle (Cq) values were used to evaluate the effects of
extract dilution (see King et al., 2009).

Amplification of the plastid trnL P6 loop for DNA metabarcod-
ing To identify and compare the taxonomic identity of the
DNA from the ‘uncleaned wood surface’ and ‘cleaned wood’
samples, we used the plastid trnL (UAA) P6 loop as a metabar-
coding marker. Amplicons were generated with primers modified
from Liepelt et al. (2006; see Methods S1); these primers are sim-
ilar to the widely used g and h primers (Taberlet et al., 2007) but
amplify one base less at the 30 end and were observed to produce
substantially fewer primer-dimers (data not shown). The 50 ends
of the primers were tagged with the common sequences CS1 and
CS2 (Fluidigm, South San Francisco, CA, USA) for multiplexing
samples. The PCRs of the ‘cleaned wood’ samples were set up in
the library-setup room of the aDNA laboratory with five techni-
cal replicates for each sample, three extraction blank controls,
and three nontemplate PCR controls. PCR reactions were per-
formed in 40 ll containing 19 Gold Buffer (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific), 25 mM MgCl2, 50 mg ml�1 UltraPure BSA (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), 10 mM dNTPs, 10 lM of each primer, 1.6 U
AmpliTaq Gold 360 DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific) and 4 ll of DNA extract. PCRs were run in a Veriti thermo-
cycler (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with the following cycling
profile: 6 min of denaturation at 95°C followed by 45 cycles of

20 s of denaturation at 95°C, 35 s of annealing at 60°C and 45 s
of elongation at 72°C. Final elongation took place for 10 min at
72°C. PCR products were visualized on ethidium bromide-
stained 2% agarose gels. PCRs of the ‘uncleaned wood surface’
and ‘modern needle control’ samples were performed as
described for the ‘cleaned wood’ samples but were run in the
modern DNA laboratory.

Illumina sequencing of amplicons All samples that produced
the slightest amplification bands on gels were selected for the
downstream measurements. In addition, five apparently clear
nontemplate PCR controls were selected, each of which was pre-
pared alongside one of the five PCR replicates. Amplicons were
sequenced at the G�enome Qu�ebec Innovation Center at McGill
University (Montr�eal, Canada) using the Access Array System
(Fluidigm) for barcoding. Incorporation of the barcodes was
performed in 15 cycles using the FastStart High Fidelity PCR
System (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). For sequencing,
sample volumes were adjusted according to the amount of PCR
product, except for the nontemplate PCR controls, from which
a fixed volume was loaded. Paired-end sequencing was per-
formed on a MiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA),
with three blank samples run in parallel, using Reagent Kit v2,
generating 150-bp reads per end. The samples were spiked with
PhiX Control DNA (Illumina) to create a more diverse set of
clusters.

Analysis of the amplicon sequence data Quality filtering of raw
sequence reads and assignment to trnL reference sequences were
performed using USEARCH v.9 (Edgar, 2010) as follows. Paired-
end reads were merged using the USEARCH fastq_mergepairs algo-
rithm (Edgar & Flyvbjerg, 2015), allowing no mismatch in the
alignment. PhiX sequences were removed using the USEARCH

filter_phix command. PCR primers were detected and trimmed
using CUTADAPT (Martin, 2011), allowing no mismatch.
Trimmed reads were quality-filtered using the USEARCH

fastq_filter function with a maximum expected error threshold of
0.1 (Edgar & Flyvbjerg, 2015). All singleton sequences (sequence
types represented by a single read in the entire data set) were
omitted during subsequent analyses.

For the taxonomic assignment, the PlantAligDB on-line refer-
ence library (http://plantaligdb.portugene.com; C. Santos et al.,
unpublished) was used. This library is a regularly updated,
curated resource of barcoding DNA sequences based on data
obtained from public databases. We retrieved the sequence data
for the trnL intron, and prepared a broad taxonomic reference
library after further curation of the data. The complete c-d and g-
h trnL sequence alignments were collapsed and trimmed to match
the P6 loop barcoding sequence flanked by our primers. We per-
formed an additional data quality filtering step by eliminating all
data entries that had ambiguous species identity (i.e. entries iden-
tified only to the genus level; environmental samples; unidenti-
fied hybrids; entries with confer, species affinis and vidimus
remarks). The complete final data set contained 32 449 plant
species representing 190 families (Table S1). Each entry in the
reference library was assigned its taxonomic classification
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(phylum, class, order, family, genus, species and subspecies)
retrieved from the Taxonomy Database of the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) on 17.02.2017. Quality-
filtered reads were aligned to the reference sequences using the
USEARCH usearch_global algorithm (maxaccepts 0, maxrejects 0,
top_hits_only) by iteratively increasing the number of allowed
mismatches from 0 to 20. In this process, each query sequence
was assigned to the most similar sequence(s) of the reference
library. In cases of multiple hits, the consensus taxonomy of the
reference sequences assigned to a particular query was calculated
using the classify.otu algorithm implemented in MOTHUR with the
threshold set to 100% (Schloss et al., 2009). Raw sequences were
deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under the
accession number PRJEB21801.

In authentic aDNA, cytosine deamination (characteristic of
post-mortem DNA damage) is expected to be prevalent, while in
modern contamination it is presumed to be low or not present.
We compared the rates of C>T and complementary G>A
nucleotide misincorporations present in five groups of sequences:
Pinus sequences of the ‘modern needle control’, ‘uncleaned wood
surface’ and ‘cleaned wood’, and Picea (the most common con-
taminant taxon observed) sequences of the ‘uncleaned wood sur-
face’ and ‘cleaned wood’. In the Pinus ‘cleaned wood’ group, we
considered only sequences of DNA extracts that amplified pre-
dominantly pine DNA to avoid bias introduced by contaminat-
ing modern pine DNA. By contrast, for all other groups, all
pertaining PCR samples were considered, where Pinus or Picea
sequences were represented by at least 1000 sequence reads, to
retain the largest possible group sizes with meaningfully high
sequence numbers. Each Pinus/Picea sequence was aligned with
the Pinus sylvestris and Picea abies sequence in the reference data
set, using the software NGS-EVAL (May et al., 2015). We calcu-
lated the nucleotide C>T plus G>A misincorporation rate (m)
according to Olivieri et al. (2010) as m =M/Ln, where M is the
sum of the C>T and G>A misincorporations, L is the length of
the sequence, and n is the number of sequences. The misincorpo-
ration rate was multiplied by the T+A/C+G ratio to correct for
the under-representation of the G and C bases of the Pinus
sylvestris and Picea abies reference sequences. To ensure that the
among-sample differences in C>T plus G>A misincorporation
rates were not merely a product of the overall difference in the
misincorporation rates, we additionally performed the calcula-
tions for the sum of misincorporation types other than C>T or
G>A (hereafter referred to as noise). The differences in C>T plus
G>A misincorporation rates and in noise among the five groups
were compared with nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis tests, assum-
ing that PCR replicates were independent. Dunn method post
hoc tests were used with the Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery
rate correction at a P = 0.05 significance limit.

Species identification of ‘Binz’ pines

To distinguish between the two potential species, Scots pine and
mountain pine, we took advantage of a species-specific single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), located at position 150 of the
plastid trnF-trnL intergenic spacer (Wachowiak et al., 2006). This

SNP was found to be diagnostic in more than 30 populations of
Scots pine (carrying a cytosine) and species of the Pinus mugo
Turra complex (carrying an adenine) from throughout Europe
(Jasi�nska et al., 2010; Wachowiak et al., 2016), indicating that this
SNP is fixed between the two taxa. This was further confirmed in
two mixed stands of Scots pine and mountain pine located on
Uetliberg mountain (data not shown). We designed PCR primers
flanking the SNP to amplify a 109-bp fragment (Methods S1) to
distinguish between the two taxa in the ‘Binz’ pine samples. We
applied the marker to the aDNA samples that we considered high
quality after screening with the metabarcoding approach for
authentic aDNA. The DNA extracts were amplified in four repli-
cates with the above primers, and each PCR product was directly
sequenced using the Sanger method. Sequences were aligned in
CLC MAIN WORKBENCH v.7.8.1 (Qiagen) software and inspected
for the presence of C/A at the species-diagnostic base site.

Results

Development of protocols to decontaminate wood surfaces

The results of two PCR replicates indicated that bleach treatment
combined with surface removal eliminated contamination from
wood powder in two out of four samples and partly eliminated it
in one sample, whereas none of the four pollen-contaminated
samples were cleaned effectively with this method (Expt 1;
Table 1a). Irradiation with the 20-W and 300-W lasers coupled
with surface removal also did not eliminate pollen contamination
from any of the three samples tested (Table 1b). By contrast, irra-
diation with the 1000-W laser removed pollen contamination
from two out of three samples in Expt 2, and it cleaned five out
of 10 samples completely and one sample partly in Expt 3
(Table 1b,c). The 1000-W laser in combination with bleaching
and surface removal cleaned seven out of 10 samples completely
and one sample partly in Expt 3 (Table 1c). Control samples
taken from the contaminated wood surfaces and sequencing of
PCR products confirmed that the wood was indeed effectively
contaminated with spruce material in all cases (Table 1a–c).
None of the total of 16 PCRs of extraction blank controls and 20
PCRs of nontemplate controls yielded amplification products.

Screening ‘Binz’ pines for the presence of authentic aDNA

Using the improved cleaning procedure (1000-W laser irradia-
tion coupled with bleaching and surface removal), we analysed a
total of 12 wood samples from 11 ‘Binz’ pines. DNA was isolated
from both the ‘uncleaned wood surface’ and ‘cleaned wood’ and
amplified for the plastid trnL P6 loop metabarcoding marker to
assess surface contamination and the effectiveness of its removal
by the cleaning procedure. Each DNA was amplified in five repli-
cates and the amplicons were sequenced. For the 12 ‘uncleaned
wood surface’ samples, all PCRs yielded amplification products
(Table 2). In the case of the ‘cleaned wood’, five out of the 12
samples yielded amplification products in more than two PCR
replicates; an additional four samples showed amplification prod-
ucts in one or two PCR replicates. None of the five PCR attempts
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yielded any product in the remaining three samples (Table 2).
Quantification of potential PCR inhibition revealed only two
DNA extracts (BINZ046A and BINZ131A) that had a marked
inhibitory effect on the amplification of the internal PCR control
(IPC; Fig. 2). These extracts, in their undiluted form, caused a
reduction in PCR efficiency by 34.5% and 21.3%, respectively,
relative to the standard reaction. The 1/10 dilutions of the two
extracts resulted in a shift of the quantification cycle Cq by 5.0
and 1.7 cycles, respectively. For the remaining samples, the PCR
efficiency of the diluted DNA extracts was only slightly higher
compared with the undiluted DNA extracts.

The Illumina sequencing produced 9248 703 reads in total.
Quality filtering and removal of singletons resulted in 5909 144
reads, defining 11 718 unique sequence types 7–138 bp in length.
Of these reads, 98.9% could be taxonomically assigned, and the
majority could be assigned to the genus level (Table S2). Of the
assigned sequences, 99.5% aligned with the closest reference
sequences with ≤ 3 mismatches (Fig. 3); the greatest number of
mismatches was 15, found in a single sequence type represented
by only two reads (Table S2).

In the DNA of the ‘uncleaned wood surface’ samples, Pinus
was the most prevalent taxon. However, in 46.7% of the PCRs
the proportion of Pinus sequence reads was less than half of all
sequence reads, including PCRs derived from samples that did
not yield any PCR products after the wood surface was cleaned
(Fig. 4). The most common contaminants were tree taxa, i.e.
Picea, Abies, Quercus, Larix/Pseudotsuga (these last two taxa can-
not be distinguished based on the trnL marker and their consen-
sus taxon is determined as Pinaceae) and Oleaceae (probably
Fraxinus), except for the herb taxon Ranunculus. In the ‘cleaned
wood’, Pinus was prevalent, and only in 13.8% of the PCRs were
less than half of the reads assigned to it. In four of the ‘cleaned
wood’ samples (BINZ039A, BINZ058A, BINZ058B and
BINZ065A), > 99.9% of the sequence reads of all PCR products
were assigned to Pinus (Fig. 4; Table S2).

Out of the 32 PCRs of nontemplate controls and 30 PCRs of
extraction blank controls, only three amplified visible PCR
bands: two nontemplate PCR controls performed in the modern
DNA laboratory for the ‘uncleaned wood surface’ samples, and
an extraction blank control in the aDNA laboratory. The first
and second of these controls showed a preponderance of Picea
and Pinus, respectively, whereas Acer was predominant in the
third control (Table S2).

To further authenticate the DNA of the ‘cleaned wood’ sam-
ples that almost exclusively revealed Pinus sequences, their C>T
plus G>A misincorporation rates were compared with that of the
‘modern needle control’. Additionally, we analysed the Pinus
sequences of the ‘uncleaned wood surface’ samples and, where
present, Picea sequences of ‘uncleaned wood surface’ and ‘cleaned
wood’ samples to identify and characterize contamination (Fig. 5;
Table S3). In the Pinus ‘cleaned wood’ samples, the rates were on
average 40.7 times higher than in the Pinus ‘modern needle con-
trol’ and 2.1 times higher than in the Pinus ‘uncleaned surface
wood’ samples, while the rates of the contaminant Picea
sequences did not differ significantly from that of the Pinus
‘modern needle control’ (Table S3A,B). The noise misincorpora-
tion rates of all samples had the same order of magnitude as the
C>T plus G>A misincorporation rate in the Pinus ‘modern
needle control’, and they did not increase in the ‘cleaned wood’
samples (Table S3A,C). In summary, all the DNA extracts having
>99.9% of their sequence reads assigned to Pinus after wood clean-
ing (BINZ039A, BINZ058A, BINZ058B and BINZ065A) showed
patterns of misincorporation typical of post-mortem damage.

Species identification of ‘Binz’ pines

To distinguish between Scots pine and mountain pine in the
studied ‘Binz’ pine samples, we only considered the DNA
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extracts that amplified predominantly pine DNA with high rates
of C>T and G>A misincorporations in multiple PCRs
(BINZ039A, BINZ058A, BINZ058B and BINZ065A). Using
our species-distinctive marker, three of them, originating from
BINZ039 and BINZ058, amplified successfully. At the diagnos-
tic sequence position 27, the nucleotide was cytosine (as opposed
to adenine) in all PCR replicates, indicating that these two indi-
viduals are Scots pines (Fig. S1).

Discussion

Ancient DNA studies in plants have focused on observations of
past genetic diversity and the assessment of selection during the
domestication of cultivated plants (Gutaker & Burbano, 2017).
However, genomic resources of tree species – most importantly
draft genome sequences – are becoming accessible at an increas-
ing rate. Moreover, novel molecular and analytical techniques,
such as the cost-effective exome capture-based approach recently

developed by Schmid et al. (2017) to obtain genome-scale data
from subfossil leaf remains, are now available for wood samples.
However, technical advancements specific to the physical struc-
ture and chemical characteristics of subfossil wood still need to
be developed in order to obtain and confirm authentic aDNA.
These include DNA extraction methods that increase aDNA
yield and techniques to ascertain that the DNA recovered is free
from modern and ancient DNA contamination. For plant
remains, a particular risk of modern DNA contamination arises
from pollen, especially from wind-pollinated tree species, which
typically produce large amounts of pollen (Gugerli et al., 2005).
This risk is further increased by the sample handling processes, as
a consequence of cross-contamination with modern or ancient
wood powder from the same or other species (Deguilloux et al.,
2002). DNA contamination originating from the same species
causes the greatest concern, as authentic and contaminant DNA
often cannot be distinguished based on fixed genetic differences
(Llamas et al., 2017).
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The recently introduced molecular and computational tech-
niques to filter authentic aDNA based on cytosine deamination
patterns have primarily been developed for cases where the con-
taminating DNA is of recent origin, and therefore may be useless
in cases where the contaminating DNA displays post-mortem
damage patterns similar to that of the endogenous aDNA (Lla-
mas et al., 2017). In addition, such methods are wasteful because
they disregard the aDNA fragments without deaminated cytosi-
nes (Gansauge & Meyer, 2014). Consequently, aDNA authenti-
cation remains reliant on thorough sample cleaning before DNA
extraction (Korlević et al., 2015). In the present study, we evalu-
ated different decontamination techniques, and applied them to
subfossil ‘Binz’ pine wood.

Decontamination of subfossil wood surfaces

The primary method used to clean wood samples has been bleach-
ing in combination with surface removal of both modern (Deguil-
loux et al., 2002; Tnah et al., 2012) and ancient wood (Wales
et al., 2014; G�omez-Zeled�on et al., 2017). However, its efficiency
has never been tested experimentally. In this study, we assessed the
effectiveness of cleaning procedures through experimental contam-
ination followed by its elimination, and the subsequent measure-
ment of the presence of residual contaminant DNA. Our results
clearly show that even repeated treatment with high concentrations
of bleach coupled with surface removal is ineffective at eliminating
DNA contamination from pollen, and often also from wood

powder, probably the two most common contaminants of wood
samples. The higher resistance of pollen than wood powder can be
explained by the former’s larger initial DNA content and the pol-
len wall built from sporopollenin, one of the most durable organic
substances. To complement bleaching and surface removal, we
introduced laser treatment, a widely used industrial cleaning pro-
cedure for the removal of surface debris, contaminants and coat-
ings (B€uchter, 2012). Out of the three laser systems we tested,
only the 1000-W laser was successful in eliminating experimentally
added pollen. Treatment of the wood with this laser resulted in
partial carbonization of the outermost wood surface. Temperatures
in the inner part of the wood only increased slightly and did not
exceed 40–45°C. In the majority of samples, we found the combi-
nation of laser treatment and thorough bleaching coupled with
surface removal to be the most effective method to eliminate the
DNA contamination. Unexpectedly, we found samples that were
more contaminated after laser treatment and bleaching compared
with laser treatment alone. This discrepancy may be attributable to
microscopic cracks and to spreading of the remaining pollen on
the wood surface during bleaching.

To validate our cleaning protocol in reality, we compared how
the cleanness (i.e. the taxonomic assembly and C>T plus G>A
misincorporation rates in the trnL P6 loop) of DNA extracts from
the ‘Binz’ pines was changed by the cleaning procedure. Analysis
of plant DNA recovered from the ‘uncleaned wood surface’
revealed considerable DNA contamination from wind-pollinated
taxa that occur in the surroundings of the sites where samples were
excavated and stored. This finding suggests that air-borne pollen
was abundant and contaminated the wood samples. Comparison
of the ‘uncleaned wood surface’ and ‘cleaned wood’ samples shows
that the sequence read number of taxa other than Pinus dropped
four-fold on average after cleaning. The C>T plus G>A misincor-
poration rates in the Pinus ‘cleaned wood’ samples increased signif-
icantly compared with those of the Pinus ‘uncleaned wood surface’
samples. Notably, the lower C>T plus G>A misincorporation
rates of the ‘uncleaned wood surface’ compared with the ‘cleaned
wood’ samples suggest that modern Pinus DNA contamination
was present on the wood surface. Picea C>T plus G>A misincor-
poration rates were very similar to that of the modern Pinus sam-
ple, indicating that the contamination probably originated from
pollen or wood powder of modern samples.

Screening samples for aDNA authenticity

We considered a sample to contain authentic aDNA once the fol-
lowing three criteria were met: (1) DNA of the studied taxon must
be repeatedly detectable, (2) the sample must be free of substantial
amounts of contaminant DNA (i.e. other plant taxa), and (3) the
potentially endogenous DNA must show an elevated C>T plus
G>A misincorporation rate. We applied these criteria in a stepwise
approach: in the first step, a DNA sample had to amplify multiple
times with the trnL barcoding primers. If this criterion was fulfilled,
then in the second step sequencing had to confirm a high preva-
lence of DNA of the studied taxon in each PCR amplicon. If this
criterion was met, the C>T plus G>A misincorporation rate had to
be markedly higher than in DNA of modern control samples.
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In practice, we considered an aDNA extract of the ‘Binz’ pines
to contain authentic aDNA if (1) the trnL metabarcoding frag-
ment amplified in at least two out of five PCR replicates, (2) the
prevalence of Pinus sequence reads was >90% in all trnL PCR
replicates of the given DNA extract, and (3) the C>T plus G>A
misincorporation rate was at least 10 times higher than that of
the modern reference. Based on these criteria, we identified four
out of 12 DNA extracts, BINZ039A, BINZ058A, BINZ058B
and BINZ065A, as containing authentic aDNA. The results
shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table S4 indicate that our
results are very robust and our judgement of aDNA authenticity
would not have been altered even if the criterion thresholds had
been modified significantly.

Ancient DNA quality

DNA retrieval from wood is challenging even in the case of mod-
ern wood, where DNA is usually highly degraded and may contain
enzyme-inhibiting substances (Deguilloux et al., 2002; Jiao et al.,
2012; Tnah et al., 2012). Samples therefore often fail to provide
enough DNA to ensure successful genetic analysis (Rachmayanti
et al., 2009). As an example, Schroeder et al. (2016) could success-
fully genotype only 58% of their analysed > 200 processed and
treated timber samples. In our case, four out of 12 pine samples
dated to > 13 000 yr BP yielded authentic Pinus aDNA for the 84-
bp trnL region (including 39 bp of primers). Three out of these
four samples also repeatedly amplified the 109-bp trnF-trnL region
(including 44 bp of primers). We attribute the lower success rate
of the latter region to its larger size. In the only study testing PCR
inhibition in ancient wood DNA, G�omez-Zeled�on et al. (2017)
found significant enzyme inhibition, yet it did not affect the assays
to the extent that it prevented successful genotyping. We observed
strong effects of enzyme inhibition in only two of our DNA
extracts, which, together with the results of G�omez-Zeled�on et al.
(2017), suggests that inhibition is not a major factor hindering
genetic analyses of subfossil wood.

Identification of the ‘Binz’ pines

The ‘Binz’ wood specimens could be identified as Scots pine or
mountain pine based on wood anatomical analysis, similar to
specimens collected from previous subfossil pine excavations
from the area near Zurich (Kaiser, 1979; Schaub et al., 2005,
2008a,b; Kaiser et al., 2012). However, the exact identification of
these two species based on wood morphology is not yet possible.
Using our trnF-trnL genetic marker, we could firmly identify two
‘Binz’ pines as Scots pine.

Paleobotanical evidence attests that colonization by Pinus on
the Swiss Plateau, which includes the Zurich area, started c.
14 000 yr BP (Ammann et al., 1994, 2013), suggesting that the
Binz site may have been colonized by an early pine population.
Of the two pine species currently growing on Uetliberg, moun-
tain pine is better adapted to harsh environmental conditions
because it has a broader ecological niche, including greater cold
and drought tolerance compared with Scots pine (Landolt et al.,
2010; Wachowiak et al., 2015). Even though the ecological

conditions during the Late Glacial period may have been more
suitable for mountain pine, our results clearly indicate that Scots
pine was present at the Binz location c. 13 900 yr BP.

Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated that subfossil wood, collected and
archived without special precautions, is highly prone to contami-
nation with modern plant material, and standard methods are
inefficient in eliminating this contamination. Our approach of
laser irradiation coupled with bleaching and surface removal effi-
ciently removes exogenous DNA contamination derived from
wood powder and pollen. Application of this procedure to mate-
rial from >13 000-yr-old pine stumps, together with plastid
DNA metabarcoding and assessment of post-mortem DNA dam-
age, allowed us to identify several samples containing authentic
aDNA. These techniques can be applied to any subfossil wood,
and they are likely to improve the accessibility of relict wood to
aDNA studies in order to elucidate population genetic, evolu-
tionary and ecological processes. In the case of the ‘Binz’ pines,
the wood material offers unique opportunities to study genetic
variation through time in a tree population that lived in a period
of rapid climatic change, including both periods of climate
warming and periods of cooling. Studying the relationship
between genetic changes and the local environmental conditions
derived from tree-ring data has the potential to provide direct
insights into the processes of local adaptation. Such studies
involve genome-scale sequencing techniques such as shotgun
sequencing and capture-based methods. We suggest metabarcod-
ing with authentication criteria as a cost-effective method for
selecting DNA samples free of contaminant DNA for the costlier
downstream applications, particularly when working with subfos-
sil wood or other ancient plant remains archived in collections.
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